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Overview and Background 
Moreland became an Arts and Health Sciences Magnet School in 2010, after receiving a 
grant from the Federal Department of Education's Magnet Schools Assistance Program. 
The grant also provided funding for arts integration consulting and training from arts 
integration specialists Diane Aldis and Debbie Hagberg during 2011-13 to support teachers 
and administration during the school’s transformation to an arts and health sciences 
magnet school. Artist residencies, including work with Z Puppets’ Co-Director Shari 
Aronson, were embedded into those first 18 months. Students in Kindergarten through 
Grade 4 at Moreland learn an arts-infused curriculum supported by effective practices in 
health and fitness, which helps energize students while giving them tools for lifelong 
learning. 

In 2013, Moreland was one of six schools selected for the Perpich Center for the Arts ACE 
Dance program. Through the two-year program, teachers practiced using standards-based, 
student-centered dance lessons and tools in their classroom as well as learning strategies 
for integrating dance with other content areas. During each year of the program, school 
teams attended four days of workshops at the Perpich Center, and received eight to ten 
days of hands-on coaching and consulting services at the school sites by Instructors 
(including Z Puppets’ Aronson) and Perpich staff.  

Also in 2013, Moreland received the first of five consecutive 
grants from the Minnesota State Arts Board to bring Z Puppets 
Rosenschnoz in to lead Monkey Mind Pirates arts and mindfulness 
residencies for Kindergarten through 2nd Grades and Special 
Education. Students learned creative tools for finding calm by 
exploring the characters, story, music, and themes of Z Puppets’ 
epic tale about a sea Captain navigating the stormy seas of 

stress in search of the treasure of Calm. Students responded to 
performances of Monkey Mind Pirates, creating and performing 
2-D and 3-D visual art, tableaus, ibooks, poetry, shadow 
puppets, toy theatre and original songs (recorded in field trips 
to a professional recording studio) to express key elements of 
overcoming barriers to calm. To provide opportunities for 
adults to share and reinforce the vocabulary and concepts of 
the playful mindfulness the students learned in Monkey Mind 
Pirates, Z Puppets also offered family workshops, public performances, district-wide 
professional development for teachers and the first arts residencies for special education 
classes. 
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Goals of this Report 
1. Inventory of Arts Integration currently in place. 

2. Description of Arts Integration goals. 

3. Z Puppets recommendations for achieving Arts Integration goals. 

What is Arts Integration? 
Kennedy Center defines arts integration  as  

“... an approach to teaching in which students construct and demonstrate 
understanding through an art form. Students engage in a creative process 
which connects an art form and another subject area and meets evolving 
objectives in both.”  

The Perpich Center for Arts Education explains,  

“Arts Integration is an instructional strategy that involves collaboratively 
teaching and assessing the content and processes of two or more subject 
areas in combination, including the arts, to increase and deepen student 
learning.”  

Both models describe a pure approach to arts integration characterized by assessment of 
objectives in the art area as well as the non-arts or academic subject areas.  

Arts-rich schools such as Moreland Arts and Health 
Sciences Magnet also deploy a wide range of arts 
learning experiences that support learning in all 
content areas as well as the emotional and social 
growth of students. Sometimes referred to as arts 
learning strategies or arts-infused lessons, these art 
learning experiences may not be formally assessed per 
the arts benchmarks but are used to animate and 
deepen student understanding of academic goals as 
well as support the habits of mind and goals of the learning community. Teachers at 
Moreland, for example, may use physical skipping on a number line drawn on the floor or 
slow and fast motion walking circles around an imaginary clock pattern to illuminate the 
movement of the minute and hour hands. Primary grade students may also create letter 
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shapes with their bodies and work with a partner to create a phoneme. In these instances, 
teachers are not assessing dance or theater skills, but using kinesthetic experiences to help 
students succeed in math, reading skills, and telling clock time. 

Movement is also used as a formative assessment as teacher and teaching artists observe 
student progress in these sensory rich, arts-infused lessons. Moreover, these examples of 
arts infused lessons also provide practice in personal skills such cooperation, attending to 
personal space, and turn-taking that are integral to student’s social and interpersonal 
success.  

Moreland also provides discipline-specific arts 
experiences and supports aesthetic growth as 
part of student learning. The school’s unique 
staffing ensures that students work with 
Specialists in Dance, Visual Art, Music and Phy 
Ed/Dance. Moreland also works strategically 
with Teaching Artists to create meaningful 
student-centered residencies offering 
experiences far beyond the typical K-5 
curriculum and encouraging meaningful 
connections with professional artists who are 

passionate about their work. The school is unique in having partnered with Z Puppets 
Rosenschnoz for over 5 years of continuous residencies. Partnerships with other arts 
organizations include field trips, onsite residencies and additional opportunities such as 
ARTwalk in St. Paul.  

Throughout the classrooms, arts studios, 
and arts residencies, Moreland students 
are active creators of songs, verses, 
puppets, dances, theater scenes, iBooks, 
digital imagery and many other arts forms 
as well as 2D and 3D art. The revised MN 
Arts Standards implemented in 2012-13 
place strong emphasis not only on the 
foundational technical skills, but also on 
the create/perform/respond large 
processes. This legislatively mandated 
focus on developmental artistic practice 
anchors Moreland’s approach to the arts including fostering aesthetic growth in dance, 
music, theater, visual and media arts.   
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These three approaches - arts integration, arts-infused learning, and discipline-specific arts 
experiences -  are the basis of Moreland’s commitment to the arts.  

The school’s extended partnership with Z Puppets Rosenschnoz and the Monkey Mind 
Pirates residencies are unique in galvanizing an extraordinary blend of arts integration 
units, arts-infused lessons, and arts aesthetic experiences.  The partnership has also 
generated job-embedded teacher professional  development & educator coaching.  

Why Arts Integration? 
Research affirms arts integration as a dynamic partner in improving student achievement, 
strengthening retention of content and skills, and in promoting a sense of community and 
“growth mindset” across students and staff.  As a seminal research compendium on arts 
integration, Critical Links: Learning in the Arts and Student Academic & Social Development   1

includes summaries and commentary on 62 rigorous arts education research studies. The 
studies and commentary underscore the efficacy of the arts in creating enticing entry 
points for students to approach content in other art areas as well as providing multiple 
modes for students to demonstrate learning and competency. The studies also suggest 
that for certain populations – students from economically disadvantaged circumstances, 
students needing remedial instruction, and young children – learning in the arts may be 
especially helpful in boosting learning and achievement.  

Arts integration and arts learning strategies also naturally incorporate many cognitive 
processes that have been shown to improve long-term memory (Rinne, Gregory, 
Yarmolinskaya, & Hardiman, 2011)  .  2

1  Deasy, R., Catterall, J. S., Hetland, L., & Winner, E. (2002). Critical links: Learning in the arts and student 
academic and social development. Washington, DC: Arts Education Partnership. 
 
2  Rinne, L., Gregory,E., Yarmolinskaya, J., & Hardiman, M. (2011). Why Arts Integration Improves 
Long-Term Retention of Content. Mind, Brain, and Education, 5(2), 89-96(8). 
 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1751-228X.2011.01114.x/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1751-228X.2011.01114.x/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1751-228X.2011.01114.x/abstract
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Physical enactment tools such as in Freeze Frames, for 
example, are credited as far more effective than simple 
recall in supporting both immediate understanding and 
long-term retention.  

“Effort after meaning” is another tool cited by Rinne et al 
that creates more robust retention and nuanced 
interpretation as students examine art works through 
reflective protocols such as Moreland’s Deep Thinking 
prompts.   

Because there are multiple “right answers” in the arts and 
myriad ways to generate quality work, the arts also help 

students practice growth mindset skills as they become more comfortable with risk-taking, 
complexity, and receiving or providing critical feedback. Rather than thinking one has to be 
born with talent in the arts - or math or any other subject -  students find out that they can 
improve their abilities through effort. Moreover, the arts are a playing field to test out ideas 
in a safe way as exemplified by Z Puppets’ “STEM of Puppetry” model. Making mistakes, not 
knowing the answer, going at it again from a different 
angle -- this is part of the artistic process.  

Educators attuned to social emotional development 
also find the arts a valuable ally. WolfBrown, an arts 
research firm, collaborated with Johns Hopkins’ Science 
of Learning Institute, to define the impact of arts 
education programs on students’ socioemotional skills.  3

The 2016 findings showed that participating in the arts 
help students develop traits that contribute to later 
success in life. Younger students especially showed 
measurable growth in characteristics like tolerance for 
other points of view, an understanding that hard work 
can develop their knowledge and abilities, and their 
motivation to achieve.   

An arts rich school also impacts the staff and teachers. Helping classroom teachers - even 
veteran teachers - can be an enormous plus. Validating creativity, encouraging 
improvisation for various learning styles and abilities is a huge addition to classroom 
toolkits. In one case, a 27-year veteran teacher working at Jefferson Elementary in 
Minneapolis disclosed that she resisted adding the arts to her curriculum only to discover 
that she’ll no longer ever teach without including arts or integrating into her daily activities. 

3  Holochwost, S. J., Wolf, D. P., Fisher, K. R., and O’Grady, K. (2016). The Socialemotional Benefits of the 
Arts: A New Mandate for Arts Education. Philadelphia: William Penn Foundation. 
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Where teachers feel impactful and creative, there may be less apathy, more enthusiasm (or 
renewed enthusiasm) and help to maintain a steady roster of teachers, consistency in the 
school environment and confidence, and relationships built over years between teachers 
and students with their families. Research findings initially published in 1999 continue to 
hold true today:   

“Teachers in arts-rich schools demonstrate more interest in their work ... are 
more likely to become involved in professional development ... more likely to 
be innovative in their teaching ....have good working relationships with other 
teachers in their schools...”    4

Through multiple years of work with Moreland staff and teachers, Z Puppets can attest 
these qualities in Moreland teachers.  

 

Where at Moreland is Arts Integration currently happening? 
Arts integration at Moreland most visibly takes the form of specific ‘projects’ or lesson units 
with a defined artistic ‘product’ that has a clear and direct connection to prescribed 
curriculum. This also includes some limited collaboration between classroom teachers and 
specialists in creating this curriculum up to this point. (Part I).  Teachers also use a 
multitude of arts tools throughout the day that support student achievement, 
differentiation, and transitions (Part II). Residencies and interactions with professional 
artists comprise a 3rd strand of arts learning experiences that can include arts integration. 
(Part III).  

Part I. Arts Integration Lessons 
Grade level arts integration projects during 2016-17 are summarized below with links to 
the corresponding curriculum in Moreland’s Arts Integration folders.   

Kindergarten designed a 9-day unit integrating dance and science: The Life Cycle of a 
Plant Dance. The teachers and Z Puppets’ coaches created a full lesson plan including 

goals, assessments, and digital resources focusing on three types of plants that produce 
food: tree, vine and root. Z Puppets’ Coach Derek Phillips worked with Kindergarten 
students on site as he modeled dance integration strategies for the teachers. In addition to 
creating original art work, students also performed their dances on May 17. 

4  Burton, J., Howowitz, R., Abeles, H., (1999). Learning In and Through the Arts: Curriculum Implications. 
New York: Center for Arts Education Research, Teachers College, Columbia College, 41.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/137nhOLDdKygZxYxV34at7aGY7OGph9bUYeSZWSeHClw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/137nhOLDdKygZxYxV34at7aGY7OGph9bUYeSZWSeHClw/edit?usp=sharing
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The First Grade Team focused on math and arts integration. With a mix of experienced 
and new teachers, the team started by locating and sharing older dance/math 
integration tools in their Google folder First Grade Arts Integration.  Teachers also 

began working on new lesson drafts using movement to help students understand math 
sentences.  

All teachers found ways to try out using the Freeze Frames technique from Z Puppets’ 
all-staff training into their classrooms, to build foundational theatre skills of expressing 
ideas via face and body in morning meetings and reading discussions. 

 

Early in the year, the Second Grade Team guided a 
small group visual arts project based on voting to 
help students understand the voting process (See 

2nd Grade Voting Projects powerpoint.) In the spring, 
teachers developed new arts integration curriculum on 
figurative language. Z Puppets’ coaches worked in the 
classrooms to extend and support the arts integration 
goals of each teacher:  

● Deb: created a gallery of animal portraits which were then brought to life by 
students' reading poems accompanied by actors who dramatized animal actions; 

● Michelle: transformed the descriptions of their animals from sketches and poems 
into small 3-D puppets, then adding back into their poems descriptive details they 
discovered in the puppet-making process;  

● Ashley: explored techniques of descriptive writing, similes and metaphors, then 
expressed their writing by choreographing movement using fundamental elements 
of dance (levels, timing, patterns, energy and action); 

● Tiffany: turned poetry writing into poetry performance through rap, strengthening 
students' connection to rhythm and rhyme. 

 

Third Grade Team used Freeze Frames to help students recall, analyze and re-tell 
stories with an emphasis on Beginning/Middle/End and expressive poses. Teachers 
also took a new approach to a long-standing EcoArts residency so that teachers would 

intentionally Integrate their classroom research and writing curriculum with the artist-led 
residency. See the lesson draft for Eco-Arts Residency. One goal was to create a share-out 
of research, poems & artwork. The team also decided to emphasis Moreland’s Deep 
Thinking prompts throughout the curriculum and specifically in an arts integration lesson 
Deep Thinking About Ancient Civilizations which sought to make strategic use of the Visual 
Art Specialist by having her select images of two key artifacts from each of the civilizations, 
Egypt, China and Greece.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-MHZuCJ-sqTZVdGNGtkS3hvblk
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1iHGmT9z9eiG_4zFxtKzbhwPJ8-0gM5m7P57Ig-0iBM4/edit#slide=id.g1a9fc1b51d_0_303
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZepGfeZFdai8JjXibC86EwnYhAO2Vs5hu9D7ih53_u8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZepGfeZFdai8JjXibC86EwnYhAO2Vs5hu9D7ih53_u8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZepGfeZFdai8JjXibC86EwnYhAO2Vs5hu9D7ih53_u8/edit?usp=sharing
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4th Grade teachers used visual arts for an economics lesson to assist students in 
learning about creating art, selling art and the costs incurred for supplies and their 
time: Art Show Fundraiser lesson. Collaborative planning time during CT meetings 

with Katie Wiley also helped the team re-frame this Visual Art/Social Studies/Economics 
project with a wider range of art options. Teachers also used Deep Thinking to further 
delve into an existing black and white photograph which assisted them and their students 
in recall. Throughout the year, teachers used Freeze Frames in simple story situations to 
help animate stories and with overall story recall and retelling.  

Part II. Arts Integration Tools and Arts-Infused Strategies  
Teachers also weave the arts tools and strategies into 
the strands of daily teaching as naturally as a cook 
might add a squeeze of lemon or tweak the ingredients 
in a recipe - even to the point of creating a completely 
fresh take on a standard recipe. For example, one 
teacher asked her students to “Walk like penguins” to 
line up at the door in a way that achieved the goal of 
orderly behavior while building theater skills of 
expressing a character through movement. Another 

teacher chose to play recorded classical music while students worked that reinforced 
academic content regarding rhythm. It’s important to note that not only the classroom 
teachers, but also other teaching staff including ELL, Supplemental and Special Education 
teachers report using sensory rich arts strategies and experiences into their teaching. 
Additionally, the Arts Specialists themselves readily incorporate a variety of other arts and 
academic content into their own discipline-specific art area.  

Z Puppets asked teachers to self-assess their skill and confidence levels in using arts 
integration tools at the beginning of the year in September 2016 and again in May 2017, 
providing pre-and post-self assessments of change. Teachers marked themselves on a 
Likert scale of 1 - 5 with 1 representing “I’m not familiar with this and I’m not sure if it’s 
something I could use” and 5 being “Like a Pro - I do this confidently and I’m always reflecting on 
how to do it better. I could help someone else use this.”  Data and more details are explained 
in the Pre/Post Arts Integration Survey Analytics but some of the trends are summarized 
here:  

● Strong increase in skills & confidence 
(majority of post responses at 4 & 5 levels) 
for: Critical Response AKA Moreland’s Deep 
Thinking Prompts, Descriptive Review, 
Freeze Frames (Tableau) and Visual Art 2D. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JZbK2bmTguYVzg-0EzD_D3bnATziXdlmNO_tg9IJFvo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tUViEOwsn86zzN2REaW5E0AbpRtpvYzGvVRB_KxJ4Dw/edit?usp=sharing
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The first four tools were emphasized in the professional development training by Z 
Puppets. Strides in 2D Visual Art may also be attributed to increased interaction by 
Visual Art Specialist with teams during CT meetings and in designing the arts 
integration lessons.  

 

● Increase in skills & confidence (mostly 3's to mostly 4's & 5's) for Dance & 
Movement, InSciEd Out, Picturing Writing, Reader's Theater.  

 

● Overall modest gains in: Using Instruments & Sounds, Media Arts. Puppetry, 
StoryBoards, Visual Art 3D & Visual Thinking Strategies  Gains in these areas were 
irregular with some people marking themselves at 4 & 5 for the first time, but a few 
also marking themselves lower at Level 1 in the post-assessment. Since Level 1 
indicator also includes "I'm not sure this is something I could use," we speculate that 
some of those drops from an initially higher score to a 1 indicates a shift in priorities 
or a strategic choice by teachers to focus on other tools instead. This may reflect an 
important learning curve as teachers realize that selecting the best tools for a job is 
more important than using a lot of tools.  

 

● Gains in teacher coaching capacity: In addition to marking high level of personal 
confidence & skill in using a particular tool, level 5 includes a statement that "I could 
help someone else use this." The dramatic increase by teachers who marked 
themselves at level 5 demonstrates not only increasing mastery by teachers but also 
the increasing capacity of staff to provide professional  development and coaching 
for each other.  

Part III. Arts Residencies and Partnerships 
Artist-led residencies create rich learning experiences for students and help them immerse 
themselves in the artistic process with master artists who share their passion for their 
work. While field trips and residencies most directly serve students, these experiences can 
also extend and ignite arts integration such as:   

● Moreland’s work with Monkey Mind Pirates 
over 5 years of residencies by Z Puppets is 
an extraordinary instance of long term 
partnership benefiting not only the 
students by providing arts experiences in 
the classroom, but also providing 
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opportunities for Moreland youth to perform in professional settings, such as: 
○ Z Puppets’ family workshops, culminating in participants performing 

puppetry and music in Sailor Chorus for public performances of Monkey Mind 
Pirates,  

○ Grade 2 Monkey Mind Pirates residencies which culminated in students 
recording their original songs in a professional recording studio at McNally 
Smith College of Music.  

Z Puppets arts integration provided job-embedded professional development and 
coaching for the teachers and opportunities to earn continuing education credit 
with Z Puppets’ “Calm Classroom” program in the district-wide professional 
development academy. 

 

● Eco-Arts Residency by ArtStart combining ecology, stewardship, and community 
building art experiences. 

 

● Dance Without Barriers residencies in dance and movement through the Cowles 
Center for Dance and the Performing Arts.  

 

● Neighborhood Bridges Program, a theater and literacy year-long program led by 
Children’s Theatre Company.  

 

Moreland also partners with myriad arts organizations that create a rich tapestry of arts 
experiences and field trips for students. Partners include MIA Art Adventure and the 
Ordway/Flint Hill Children’s Festival in addition to many others. Gains in arts integration are 
maximized when teams and artists use planning and debriefing time to articulate arts 
integration connections - and when teachers make those connections clear for students.  
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Where at Moreland are there opportunities for further Integration? 

I. Build on the grade level arts integration lessons launched this year.  
Remind teachers that it often takes 3 years to fully develop a rigorous, satisfying arts 
integration lesson.  Use this year to improve the existing lessons, but look ahead to 
possible 2018-19 goal of adding a new arts integration unit at each grade level.   

II. Honor the wisdom of practice and what teachers can learn from each other.  
Structure opportunities for teachers to check in with each other and conversationally 
reflect on their arts integration philosophy and practices. Do this in different configurations 
such as across grade levels and across the full staff in order to diffuse successful strategies 
throughout the building in an organic way. Game-like formats such as inside/outside circles 
that pause when the music pauses could be used to set up brief pair-shares. In the pauses, 
provide prompts such as:  

● What’s an idea for using performing and visual arts to help students understand a key 
concept? 

● Tell me about a successful moment using the arts with your students.  
● What are you working on? 
● What was your first memorable arts experience as a child?  

III. Leverage school-wide recognition of the school’s magnet theme and affirm 
participation in Arts Integration as a community-wide practice. 

● Provide peer sharing and arts integration training across ELL, Supplemental, Title 
and Para-Educators so that all the staff is familiar with basic tools such as Freeze 
Frames and how to use Moreland’s Deep Thinking prompts. 

  

● Use Arts Integration Challenge*  to boost awareness among both students and 
teachers. 

*Z Puppets’ coaches challenged teachers to integrate music into their 
classroom on a specified day. They encouraged teachers to connect with 
music specialist as a resource, brainstormed ideas for how they could use 
music to reinforce classroom content. In the morning announcements on 
Challenge Day, Principal told students to find the moment of music in their 
class.   
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● Capitalize on the leadership and expertise of experienced arts integration teachers 
who could help steer their team’s growth in arts integration as well as assist with 
modeling, observing and coaching across or within grade levels.  

 

● Continue to include arts integration experiences for families in PIE night and other 
community events; encourage families to participate in Magnet Focus Team.  

 

● Use Specialists as resources and collaborators. Help teachers make good use of the 
expertise available within the Specialists. 

 

● Enlist students in promoting and celebrating the arts at Moreland such as the Arts 
Blast* newscast.   

*Z Puppets made a video aired In Moreland video news, featuring students 
demonstrating an arts integration activity, giving instructions for an exercise 
students and teachers could do right then to practice the skill. 

 

IV. Targeted Arts Integration  
Identifying the greatest areas of student need can help guide arts integration efforts. If 
math or reading scores are erratic, perhaps arts integration could focus on improving 
student achievement in that area for 2017-18.  Collaborating with Supplemental staff in this 
endeavor could help diffuse effective arts integration across a grade level.  

Monkey Mind Pirates lays the groundwork for mindfulness in a uniquely playful and artistic 
way, and also connects students with relevant classroom content (K- five senses, Grade 1-2 
simile and metaphor). Moreland could look at specific opportunities in 3rd and 4th grade to 
re-kindle and build on the Monkey Mind Pirates’ experiences in mindfulness, performance, 
yoga, puppetry in creating a unique trajectory of arts integration across the grades. 
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Suggested Road Map to more satisfying Arts Integration 
Keep arts integration in the conversation 

Many - perhaps all - teachers at Moreland have experience & a passion for the arts, yet 
sometimes reticent to identify as “artists” or even “arts practitioners.” Several commented 
that just having regularly scheduled arts integration sessions with Z Puppets kept the idea 
of arts integration at the forefront of their mind and motivated them to discuss and try out 
new ideas. 

In addition to the practical steps outlined below, the school can build on the positive 
momentum from this project by continuing to ask teachers: 

● What is “artful” to you in your life? In your classroom? 
● Where do you see and feel artfulness at Moreland? 
● What do you need to bridge any gaps between what you are doing and what 

you COULD be doing? 
● How can you use Z Puppets and Moreland arts specialists as resources for 

what you want to do? 

 One of the Z Puppets’ coaches commented, “When we shine our creativity badges, it’s 
powerful and we rise up. How do we keep firing that up in ourselves and others?”  

Moreland is already on the right track in promoting these values. When evaluator Cheryl 
Kessler interviewed a sample of teachers in May 2017, teachers reported that teaching at 
Moreland makes them feel more creative and empowered. The school and Arts Magnet 
Team must keep seeking ways for the classroom teachers to ‘find the artist’ in themselves 
and develop confidence in using the arts regularly. 

Kessler also asked this sample of teachers, “When did you feel most creative and 
empowered to use arts integration?”  The most common responses included:  

● When meeting with coaches 
● Seeing students “get it” 
● Doing Freeze Frames 

Teachers also reported that doing their arts integration projects were highlights in using 
arts integration with classroom learning; the 2nd Grade Poetry Slam and 4th Grade 
Economics units were specifically mentioned.  

 

Activate Arts Magnet Team 

The 2nd Grade and K Teams emerged as leaders in arts integration and would be good 
candidates to serve on an Arts Magnet Team. Construct a mind map or visual organizer 
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about how members of the Arts Magnet Team serve as conduits and ambassadors of arts 
integration. The new Curriculum Integration position could serve as the point person or 
head of the Arts Magnet Team to share, implement and document ideas school-wide. 

Find a way to recognize the contributions of people on this volunteer team.  

 

Use Peer Resources and Expertise  

Develop framework for how peer coaches could observe, troubleshoot, brainstorm, debrief 
with teachers, and model or co-teach an exemplary arts integration lesson. ATTPS monies 
can support this additional time.  

Specialists provide a 1-page overview for each grade level team explaining themes and 
topics happening across the year in their dance, music , visual art and physical education 
classrooms.  

Curriculum Integrator facilitates grade level teams and individual teachers in identifying 
specific instances when a Specialist could help with arts integration, such as: 

● Visual Arts Specialist Katie Wiley selects images of key artifacts for 3rd Grade 
Ancient Civilizations.  

● Music Specialist Debora Nass provides a list of Campfire Songs that teachers 
can introduce to students in the Campfire Reading Kickoff. 

 Could ATTPS cover time for Specialists to meet with teams and/or peer coaches ?  

 

Build on 2016-17 lessons and momentum 

Get consensus and buy-in from the teachers about using the lesson plan templates and 
folders before asking teachers to revise and complete the 2016-17 arts integration lessons.   

In the follow up interviews conducted by Cheryl Kessler in May 2017, most teachers said 
they looked at the resources, but roughly half did not share or upload things they had 
developed. Use of the lesson plan template was uneven since several teachers reported 
they had their own system or older lessons already in place. Arts Magnet Team and Admin 
may need to re-iterate how a common system or lesson outline supports sustainability 
particularly as new teachers come on board or as teachers shift grade levels.   

Ask teams to update arts integration lessons and schedule approximate dates when they 
will teach the lessons again in 17-18. Remind teams that it takes several rounds of teaching 
a new arts integration lesson to make the discoveries that really refine it and make it soar!  
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Make Arts Integration visible 

Arts Integration needs to be explicit and intentional: Grade 1 teachers asked Z Puppets to 
focus their 2017 Monkey Mind Pirates residency on similes and metaphors because these 
are two key concepts in Grade 2 curriculum that students find difficult. Even though the 
teachers enthusiastically reported that Z Puppets’ residency significantly boosted students 
understanding of those concepts, when later asked how Monkey Mind PIrates connected to 
their classroom content, the teachers drew a blank. 

When coaches asked teachers to write down all examples of the year’s arts integration on 
sticky notes, the exercise and discussion caused teachers to really see and identify how 
much work in arts integration is actually happening in the school and feel a sense of pride 
and accomplishment.  

To continue making arts integration explicit and intentional to teachers, students and 
families: 

● Create a festive opportunity early in the year to unveil “the arts integration 
tree mural ” based on sticky note reports from May 2017 CT meeting. 
Determine how and when new “leaves” would be added and who will be 
responsible for those periodic updates.  

 

● Reboot the Arts Integration Challenge as a periodic event, each time focusing 
on a different art experience (Music, Theater, Dance, Visual, etc). 

 

● Continue Arts Blast experiences led by students as part of the broadcast.  

 

● Ask Principal to include an Arts Moment in morning announcements. These 
could include: arts integration highlights (for example, DaVinci’s discoveries 
in science, math principles used by Misty Copeland), interesting arts facts and 
achievements. 

 

● Include arts integration sessions in PIE nights and evening events attended 
by families and community members.  

 

● Encourage teachers and teams to present at district, state and regional 
conferences.  
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Long-Term Systemic Recommendations 

● Seek district level support for magnet school needs such as including Specialists at 
CT meetings on arts integration development or providing periodic sub coverage so 
Arts Specialists could co-teach or plan with teams.  

 

● Work with other districts and/or higher ed to formally recognize the additional 
teacher expertise, training and commitment needed for effective arts integration. 
Could there be an Arts Integration Digital Badge, Prof Dev micro-credentials, some 
kind of tiered endorsement or certification?  

 

● Increase time for planning, collaboration and professional development. By far, the 
greatest barrier to Arts Integration teachers identified over and over again was the 
lack of sufficient planning time. Teachers need time to be able to collaborate with 
specialists, plan grade level lessons, and grow in their own confidence as Arts 
Educators. 
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Milestones 
Based on evaluation findings compiled by Cheryl Kessler and observations noted by 
Magnet Coordinator Heidi Saari and the artists, in Z Puppets’ 2016-17 Arts Integration 
Training, Moreland teachers demonstrated significant growth and increases in: 

★ Skills and confidence on Pre/Post Self Assessment by teachers, including 
noted rise in teachers marking themselves at highest level and “ready to help 
teach others” 

 

★ Ability to see the order in the chaos and understand how to scaffold arts 
experiences for their own students (particularly exemplified by the 
Kindergarten team) 

 

★ Creating Arts Integration lessons and/or targeted approaches, such as 3rd 
Grade deciding to implicitly use Deep Thinking prompts across several 
content areas including Social Studies/Ancient Civilizations 

 

★ Readiness to make use of Z Puppets’ coaching. Year-end teacher interviews 
conducted by Cheryl Kessler showed that the teachers relied on coach's’ 
expertise in the arts and appreciated their help in “laying the groundwork” 
for projects. Kessler added, “ The majority of responses were very positive, 
i.e., they liked coaches ‘different takes on things,’ found them helpful with 
goals and affirmed ideas.” (These considerations could also help Moreland 
shape its Peer Coaching/Arts Ambassador endeavors) 

 

★ Connecting to arts specialists as resources. When Katie Wiley was able to 
work with teams, her input was particularly valuable in strengthening the arts 
integration lessons. The third grade team found out, for example, that Katie 
already teaches a unit on Egyptian Art and hieroglyphs which could segue 
well into their Arts Integration Lessons on Ancient Civilizations. Katie and 3rd 
Grade Team also discussed having her curate a collection of images to be 
used with Moreland’s Deep Thinking prompts when studying Ancient 
Civilizations. With Katie’s help, the 4th grade Economics lesson morphed into 
a lesson with more student choices about their artworks as well as practical 
consideration of materials and preparation needed for building the various 
works. 
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★ Positive responses to Z Puppets work over the past year. Katie Wiley noted, 
“The work with the classroom teachers and the arts integration folks is really 
better than anything we've had at Moreland since the magnet focus started.”  

 

★ When asked about what to Keep/Add/Drop, teachers want to:  
○ Keep: Arts Integration coaches, flexibility 
○ Add: consistency, frequency; rotation of coaches leading monthly 

sessions; more individual teacher and group time with coaches; better 
scheduling, i.e. avoid testing time. 

○ Teachers did not want to drop anything. 

 

The Arts Integration Tree drafted by teams at the May 2017 CT meeting is a tangible 
testimony to arts learning and Moreland’s commitment to arts integration. 
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Arts Integration Teacher Survey (Pre/Post Coaching) 
Methodology:   
 
Teaching staff including classroom teachers, ELL, Specialists, Title/Supplemental and Special Services 
took the online survey at the beginning and near the end of the year-long project with Z Puppets 
Rosenschnoz. 
 

● Sept. 1, 2016:  PRE-Survey https://goo.gl/forms/mGJio1lAposVQ8xH2 
● May 17-18, 2017: POST-Survey  https://goo.gl/forms/2sIqw3kXdU7uXHFJ2 

 
Note: Participants were asked to provide examples of how they use various tools as well as given 
opportunities to respond in more detail or add comments. See Response Summaries or Spreadsheets in 
Google to view the additional information provided by teachers.  
 
Teachers were asked to self-evaluate themselves on specific Arts Integration Tools using a Likert Scale.  

PLEASE MARK YOUR SKILL AND CONFIDENCE LEVEL ABOUT USING EACH OF THE 
TOOLS LISTED BELOW USING THIS 5-POINT SCALE: 
1 = Not Yet  
I’m not familiar with this and I’m not sure if it’s something I could use. 
 

2 = Beginner 
 I’m not familiar with this yet but I’m interested in learning more about it. 
 

3 = Novice 
I'm using this some, but don’t have it securely in my practice. 
 

4 = Apprentice 
I’m familiar with this and I’m practicing it, but I could use some feedback and coaching. 
 

5 - Like a Pro 
I do this confidently and I’m always reflecting on how to do it better. I could help someone else 
use this. 

 
Bar Graph analytics generated for three categories:  

● PRE Responses (All):  Analysis of responses by all participants in September (35 people) 
● PRE Responses (Constrained):  Analysis of responses by participants in Sept who also took the 

May survey. (21 people)  
● POST Responses: Analysis of responses by all participants in May (21 people) 

https://goo.gl/forms/mGJio1lAposVQ8xH2
https://goo.gl/forms/2sIqw3kXdU7uXHFJ2
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